


















6. INST ALLA TI ON PROCEDURE

ATTENTION! There is a dangerous voltage in the power supply - 220V. Do not 

perform installation and maintenance work with the power turned on. In the 

outdoor panel and other doorphone devices, except for the power supply unit, 

there are no voltaees exceedine 18V. 

The following sequence of actions is recommended:: 

Carefully study this instruction manual and block diagram. 

Prepare a niche for installing the outdoor panel (see the layout in Figure 1 ). 

Install the power supply, Jock, switch and opening button from the room. Connect the 

outdoor panel housing to the protective earth bus. 

Set the apartment's lodging in a telephone conversation room (TCH). 

Install the wiring. Make taps from the loops and connect the TCH of all the subscribers. 

(Fig. 2, 3). 

Program the subscriber handsets (See section 7.2). 

Check that the connections are correct. 

Tum on the power, the test line will automatically start and the initial preparation for 

operation, then the "_" symbol should flash on the indicator. Enter the programming 

mode (see section 7.2) and do the following: 

a) Change the login code into the programming mode and, if required, program the

master RF (MF) key. Be careful when entering the code. WRITE MASTER

CODE!

b) If required, set the number of the first subscriber, the number of subscriber

numbers to be served (see section 7.3). These parameters should always be set first,
since all further operations with subscriber numbers will depend on the set value.

c) Program subscriber RF (MF) -keys.

d) If a common code is used in the code lock mode, then change the common code
and switch the outdoor panel to the common code mode. Write down the general

code (see section 7.3).

e) If individual codes are used, create a code table (see section 7.3). Record the

code table number.
t) 1f necessary, change the duration of the ringing signal, the duration of the lock

opening, the duration of the call restriction, etc. The factory settings are in most
cases optimal.

g) NOTE: Items a) ... f) can be pre-made using a personal computer. In this case,

the prepared information is transferred to the outdoor panel memory via the
MEf AKOM MKA-02U adapter and the DS 1996 (L) TM key .

Check the operation of the outdoor panel in the intercom mode and in the code lock 

mode .

lf two call blocks are installed for parallel operation on a common subscriber 

line, it is first necessary to connect the subscriber line with one outdoor panel, 

conduct line testing and check the health of the outdoor panel in the intercom 

mode. Disconnect the power supply. 
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9. TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

Packaged products can be transported by all modes of transport, except for unsealed 

aircraft compartments and open decks of ships and vessels, in accordance with the rules 

for the carriage of goods operating on this type of transport. 

As a transport container used boxes wooden, group and other containers, ensuring the 
safety of the goods during transportation. 

Products should be stored only in a packed form when there are no acidic, alkaline or 

other aggressive impurities in the surrounding air.. 
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8. USING OUTDOOR PANEL BY SIBSCRIBERS

After power on, the intercom is in standby mode. The indicator "_" flashes on the 

indicator. 

After subscriber dialing the subscriber number and pressing "B ", the connection 

with the subscriber's TCH is established and the set number of ringing tones is applied. If 

the subscriber does not pick up the handset, after the set number of ring signals has been 

exhausted, the outdoor panel returns to the standby mode. When the receiver is off, the 

call signals are given in a different key. In this case, for the call of the subscriber with the 

visitor, it is necessary to put the pipe-ku, wait for the call signal of another key and lift the 

handset. 
When the subscriber picks up the handset, the message "SAY" is displayed, 

meaning that the connection with the subscriber is established and the visitor can speak. 
The Jock is opened by pressing the button on the TCH of the subscriber. In this 

case, the message "OPn" is displayed and the corresponding sound signal sounds. 

If the subscriber has hung up, the conversation is interrupted and the outdoor panel 

returns to standby. You can also interrupt the conversation by pressing the "C" button on 

the outdoor panel. 

After the set time limit has expired, the conversation will be interrupted 

automatically (see section 7.). 

If the function of " general" or "individual" codes is turned on, when the button 

"B" is pressed from the standby mode, a flashing message "I" will appear on the 

indicator. After this it is necessary to enter the code (the factory common code is 1234, 

the individual code is taken from the table). If the code is entered correctly, the lock is 

opened. 

If the network protocol is activated, at the time of a call and a conversation on the 

Slave intercom, "nEt" lights up. In this case, dialing the number on the keyboard is 

blocked. The door is opened by the exit button or by the RF (MF) key. 
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Connect the second outdoor panel line according to the connection diagram. Power 

the call blocks and connect the DB terminals to the call units. Next, check the 

operation of the call blocks in the pre-mophon mode. 

Secure the outdoor panel to a previously prepared niche with the supplied hardware kit. 
Make a note in the tear-off coupons about the commissioning date of the unit. 

If the volume of the call is insufficient, adjust the required parameters (microphone 
sensitivity and speaker volume) with trim resistors on the back of the outdoor panel. 

Install power supply and switch, if possible, in boxes, nishes, at the ceiling. The 
power supply should be installed not more than I 5 meters, and the commutator should be 
no more than 30 meters from the outdoor panel. The " EXIT" button provides opening of 
the lock when leaving the entrance and is installed near the entrance door inside the 
entrance. 

To reduce the influence of climatic factors (low temperature, high humidity, 

hoarfrost, dew), the outdoor panel and the lock should be installed on the second door of 

the entrance located in the vestibule. 

The cross-sections of the wires connecting the power supply unit to the outdoor 

panel and the lock must be at least 0.35 mm2 (KSPV 2x0.64 orIIIBBII 2x0.5), the rest - 

not less than 0.12 mm2. As a connecting wire, it is recommended to use a wire with 

colored insulation of cores. To reduce the influence of external influences, connect the 

outdoor panel and the switch to a shielded cable (KSPEVG 4x0.2 or KSPEV 4x0.5). For 

the installation of video equipment, use a coaxial cable of the type RK-75. 

For intercoms MK2003.2 with a network function when installing a digital line 

(AV), use a twisted pair. On long lines of communication on 

"Master" and the last "Slave" intercom to install 120 ohm resistors between the 
terminals AB. 

The "+" terminal of the TCH is connected to the bus of tens, and the "-" TCH is 
connected to the bus of the switch units. Before connecting the TCH, the line must be 
checked for a short circuit. Line resistance should not exceed 30 ohms. 

In the intercom there is protection against short circuit of the line. At this time, 

communication with the TCH will be impossible. All other functions are available. 

Installation of other doorphone units is carried out in accordance with the passports 

for these units. 
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7.1 OUTDOOR PANEL PROGRAMMING MODE 

In programming mode, access to partitions is made by typing the corresponding 

section number on the keyboard and pressing the "B" button, if there is a subsection, 

access to it is made by pressing the corresponding buttons. Exiting the sections and the 

programming mode is done by pressing the "C" button. After entering certain sections, 

the indicator of the previous saved parameter is displayed. If no changes have been made 

or the buttons are pressed, then after a while the unit will automatically exit the section or 

the programming mode. If you enter incorrect data, the message "Err" is output and an 

error beep sounds. The table shows the names of the sections and a combination of 

buttons for accessing them. 

N rvtenu narne Enier Sub,nenu En1er 

o�nu menu sub1nenu 
I First sub�ber nuinber «l» «B» - -

2 SwitchTvne «2» «B» - -

3 Nu1nber ofswitches «3» «B» - -

4 D6oonnectinj) subscribers «4» «B» - -

5 Reoord RF{MF) keys «5» «B» Com,no n ke\'S «l»«B» 
Individual kevs «2»«B» 

6 Erasing RF {MF) key «6» «B» Coin.non kevs «4»«B» 

Individual kevs «5»«B» 

All kevs «6»«B» 

9 On au109e1 ke\• .rude «9» «B» - -

10 Lock Q1\t>,nillfl Lil'l� «10» «B» - -

II Talkti,ne db «B» - -

12 Rin°i1H!: Li1ne «12» «B» 
13 Enable c om,non or «13» «B» Enableoom,nonoode •I• 

individual code Disableoo1n1mncode •3• 

Enablino in. oode •4• 
Disable the in. code •6• 

14 ChanQi,ui: the General Code «14» «B» - -

15 Chanj)inj) the code table «15» «B» - -

16 Chan,,ing indi\'idual code «16» «B» - -

17 Notification b , code or ke" «17» «B» 
18 Sub::criber Handset Test «is» «B» - -

19 Set Ling the threshold br determining d9'> «B» - -

the i'W\.o;;ition of the hancLo;;ei 
20 Seuiog the threshold for the «20» «B» - -

opening of the lock buuon on the 
I. , ... .• ; .. . .  , .• ... , .. • 

21 Record in DS 1996 t.21»«8» Recordino S"steinSettinos •I• 

Wriino ke"s •3• 
22 Reading in DS 1996 «22» «B» Readine. S\'stein set tine..,;; •I• 

Reading keys •3• 
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If the thresholds are different, correction is necessary (adjustment can be made 

within 1 ... 100 - for the threshold for determining the position of the user's handset and 

1 ... I 00 - for the threshold for the opening of the Jock button on the subscriber's handset). 

Correction of thresholds is described in Section 19, 20. 

Section No. 19 Setting the threshold for determining the position of the handset 

Used to adjust the threshold for determining the position of the handset. If there is an 

incorrect positioning of the handset (Jong line, use of some video monitors with adapters, 

etc.), then the threshold for determining the position of the handset can be adjusted in a 

certain range. The threshold value is between 461 ... 560, the factory value is 460 + 50, 

where 50 is the threshold offset. The outdoor panel determines that the handset is in the 

"stacked" state if the level falls within the range 181 ... 510. If  the level of the handset is 

above the value of 510, the outdoor panel will determine that the handset is in the off state. 

To correct the position of the handset, it is necessary to increase the offset to a value above 

the detection threshold of the handset. The threshold shift is in the range 1 ... 100. If, after 

removing the handset, the ringing signal continues to flow to the subscriber's handset, it is 

necessary to reduce the offset to a value below the detection threshold of the removed 

handset. Determine the amount of displacement can be from section# 18, measuring the 

value of the state of the handset in the laid down and removed position. 

After entering the section, you need to dial the number of the subscriber for which 

you want to change the lower threshold and press "B ", then dial the threshold offset value 

and press "B". If it is necessary to conduct actions for all subscribers, then instead of the 

subscriber number, press "0" next "B". 

Section No. 20 Setting the threshold of operation of the button for opening the 

lock on the subscriber's handset 

Used to adjust the threshold for the opening of the Jock button on the subscriber 

handset. If an incorrect signal definition occurs unlocking the Jock (long line, use of some 

video monitors with adapters, etc.), it is possible to adjust the threshold for the opening of 

the Jock release button on the subscriber handset in a certain range. The threshold value 

can be in the range of 781 ... 830, the factory setting is 780 + 50/2, where 50 is the 

threshold offset. When you press the Jock release button, the signal level should be above 

the threshold value (with factory settings above 810). If the level is lower (measured in 

section 18 by pressing the lock release button), you can correct the threshold value by 

reducing the offset. If in a conversation mode the Jock is opened spontaneously without 

pressing the opening button (for example, during a loud conversation), then it is necessary 

to increase the threshold by increasing the offset. 

After entering the section, you need to dial the number of the subscriber, for which 

you need to change the threshold and press "B", then type the offset value of the horn and 

press "B". If it is necessary to conduct actions for all subscribers, then instead of the 

subscriber number, press "0" next "B". 
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